Gender Inclusive Teaching

Samantha, Gladys, Petra, Hadi, Itumeleng, Wasin
Information from researches

- Data from different countries

74% of STEM workers are male. Only 26% are female.
Information from researches

- what girls like
- what girls do not like
- the older the less interest
- beware of parents and society
Different approaches in different countries

- Cameroon
- UK
- Czech republic
- Pakistan
- South Africa
- Thailand
Videos used to encourage girls

- NO
- https://youtu.be/zj--FFzngUk
- YES
- https://youtu.be/5eJYW4ew5eg
Interviews

• 7 questions

• What inspired you to become a scientist?

• role models

• video

• http://bit.ly/29PkJKG
How to become more gender inclusive

• Time for reflection
How to become more gender inclusive

- Less competition
How to become more gender inclusive

- Nurturing environment
How to become more gender inclusive

• Open ended inquiry
How to become more gender inclusive

- Science is not pink
How to become more gender inclusive

- Collaboration